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The horse, the king and the cuckoo: medieval narrations of the statue of Marcus Aurelius
DALE KINNEY

For Phyllis Bober*

Prologue

When a work of art loses its home it goes into a museum; that is the most civilized solution....'

The equestrian statue of Marcus Aurelius (figure 1) became homeless in 1981, when on a frigid January morning the horse was lifted from its base in the center of the Piazza del Campidoglio and paraded to the Istituto Centrale del Restauro in Trastevere. After years of preliminary study, the statue was cleaned and restored in 1987–88, in time to be returned to the Capitol on the 450th anniversary of its original installation there by order of Pope Paul III in 1538. The reinstallation never occurred, however, because the conservators had determined that the bronze was too susceptible to further degradation by Roman air pollution to be displayed in open air. When the statue was brought back to the Capitol in 1990, it was to a nook off the courtyard of the Museo Capitolino, where it was sealed behind glass (figures 2 and 3). In 1997 a replica took its place on Michelangelo’s pedestal in the center of the glorious Piazza (figure 4).

Like many major monuments, the statue of Marcus Aurelius was well known but imperfectly studied. Its availability in the laboratory coincided with, and was in part responsible for, a sudden swell of publication that included some careful re-examinations of the statue’s postclassical afterlife. One especially colorful document of that afterlife, an etiological tale found first in the mid-twelfth century text called Mirabilia urbis Romae, was analyzed in particular by Chiara Frugoni, Norberto Gramaccini, and Ingo Herklotz, all of whom interpreted it as an instrument of papal or anti-papal propaganda. Since the mid-1980s it has been taken for granted that the twelfth-century story was composed by a member of one or another of Rome’s medieval factions, to advocate one or another political position.*

My own engagement with this story dates to 1986, when I was asked to participate in a lecture series called ‘Living Classics’. I chose to speak on the reception of the statue of Marcus Aurelius because the topic seemed to offer a synecdoche for the fate of the classical tradition in the West. The more I studied the Mirabilia urbis Romae while preparing this lecture, the more convinced I became that its tale about the equestrian statue is what it purports to be: an attempt to deduce the statue’s historical meaning, rather than a calculated instrument of eleventh- or twelfth-century politics. I also came to see that the synecdochic parable I had planned to tell was not so simple. The paradigm of the loss of classical culture (epitomized by the ability to recognize the statue as Marcus Aurelius) in the Middle Ages and its recovery by humanists in the Renaissance is a good fit so long as ‘culture’ is narrowly equated with biography. The biographies of Roman emperors and the ability to match their names with physiognomies are indeed forms of knowledge that were lost or abandoned by medievals and laboriously recovered by the revolutionary scholarship of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. But biographical interpretation, validated by these efforts and consequently by traditional iconography, is only one key to the signifying system of a monument like the statue of Marcus Aurelius. It is focused on just one aspect of what Roland Barthes has called the ‘coded iconic message’ of an image, namely signifiers of identity and personality; it does not address other coded features, nor does it treat the ‘message without a code’, ‘a matter of almost anthropological knowledge’ on the part of the interpreter.®

In semiotic terms, historical identification pertains to the literal image and its denotation. Medieval, having lost the tools to decipher the literal level of the commemorative statue, had to approach it through its connotations, without the anchor provided by the denotative meaning. I hope to persuade readers of this essay that the interpretation constructed from those unfettered connotations, recorded in the Mirabilia urbis Romae and its variants, is interesting as an illustration of the ‘dysfunction’ posited by Barthes as a necessary product of polysemy.® The dysfunction bedevils all belated interpreters of the statue, not only medieval ones.

Background

The mainstream tradition of late classical historiography is very favorable to Marcus Aurelius, beginning in the third century with his near contemporary Cassius Dio (293) and continuing with Aurelius Victor (c. 360), Eutropius (369), Ammianus Marcellinus (390), and the biography by ‘Julius Capitolinus’ in the Historia Augusta (c. 400?). In these accounts Marcus, though frail of body and beset by constant warfare, natural disasters, and an unfaithful wife, was the best of...
emperors, magnanimous, temperate, diligent, and humane. Cassius Dio famously pronounced the transition from his reign to that of his son Commodus a descent 'from a kingdom of gold to one of iron and rust.' The emperor was especially appreciated in the latter part of the fourth century by the traditionalist senatorial aristocracy of Rome and by their ineffective avatar, Julian (361–363), who fancied himself a fellow philosopher and proclaimed Marcus Aurelius his ideal. The surviving Latin tradition of Marcus-eulogy comes from this period and milieu.

The commendatory view of Marcus Aurelius was largely unavailable in the Latin Middle Ages. Cassius Dio continued to be read in Byzantium, and the emperor’s intimate notebook ‘To Himself’, also in Greek, surfaced around 900 in the possession of the scholar Arethas, archbishop of Caesarea in Cappadocia. But in the West the substantial accounts were lost. The first books of Ammianus Marcellinus’ Res gestae had disappeared by the ninth century. The Historia Augusta, probably clandestine to begin with, was copied sporadically in Carolingian monasteries and Ottonian courts but remained obscure until Giovanni de Matociis used it
for his *Imperial History* of 1315. Most Latin literates of the middle ages would have read of Marcus Aurelius, if at all, in Eutropius’ *Breviarium*, which was a school text, and in Christian sources, notably the fifth-century *Seven Books of History Against the Pagans* by Paulus Orosius.

Christian sources present the emperor very differently. Orosius describes his reign as the time of the fourth great persecution after Nero, for which God exacted retribution by means of a terrible plague. The emperor was forced to acknowledge the power of this Christian God when his army was miraculously refreshed, and the enemy routed, by a thunderstorm brought on by the prayers of some Christian soldiers. A letter testifying to the miracle and purporting to be from Marcus himself was said to be still in circulation in Orosius’ own time. A version of it has survived as an apocryphal appendix to the *Apology* of Justin addressed to Marcus’ predecessor Antoninus Pius (r. 138–161). It must go back to an original fabricated in Alarcus’ lifetime, possibly on the basis of the official report of a real event represented with creepy anthropomorphism on the emperor’s triumphal column (figure 5). Gassius Dio ascribed the same unnatural weather to the intervention of Mercury, invoked by the charms of an Egyptian magician.

The Christian appropriation of the storm miracle was known to Tertullian, whose own *Apology* (197–198) holds up Marcus Aurelius as a ‘protector’ of Christians on the grounds that while he did not change their [il]legal status, he made it a capital crime to accuse them. In the fourth century Eusebius recounted the miracle following a long series of ostensibly eyewitness accounts of horrific persecutions under the emperor ‘Antoninus Verus’ in Asia and Gaul. The miraculous storm is a non sequitur, so unlike the rest of this reign that Eusebius seems to ascribe it to a different emperor, ‘his son Marcus Aurelius Caesar’. But according to Eusebius it was under Commodus, not Marcus, that ‘our treatment was changed to a milder one, and ... peace came on the churches throughout the world’.

The executions of Christians documented by Eusebius actually occurred, including the death of Justin, the philosopher-turned-Christian apologist, in Rome itself. Marcus Aurelius did nothing to stop them. ‘If he considered their beliefs at all’ it probably was not favorably; his own Stoic virtues were at odds with theirs, and Christians’ behavior must have been incomprehensible to him. Late in his reign he underwent initiation at Eleusis. *Pax* the legend of the storm, Christians had no reason to commemorate Marcus Aurelius, let alone celebrate him. For his part, the emperor would have been mortified to know that for more than a millennium his statue was one of the most precious ornaments of the Roman church, standing for centuries outside the cathedral before its transfer to a thoroughly Christianized Capitol in 1538.

Even the most learned medieval observer lacked the means to connect the Marcus Antoninus Verus of Christian history with the bronze equestrian statue that we today call Marcus Aurelius. The modern identification rests on the portrait, and it required centuries of patient collecting and collation of labeled coin types to achieve (figure 6). Without this foundation, a precocious proto-archaeologist might conceivably have noticed a resemblance between the head of the statue and the many depictions of the emperor in the spiral reliefs on his posthumous honorific column, which was known by his name (‘Column of Antoninus’) throughout the Middle Ages and represents, among its hundreds of scenes, the miracle Orosius describes. If this did not happen, it was not only because the portraits on the column are so hard to see. The mental habits required to seek out correlations among unnamed artifacts, texts, and other artifacts did not yet exist.

Medieval viewers came upon the emperor’s statue in the Campus Lateranensis, a shapeless opening between the Arcus Caelimontani (a branch of the Claudian aqueduct) and the papal palace on the north side of the cathedral.

---

**Figure 5.** Rome, triumphal column of Marcus Aurelius, detail. Photo: DAI, Neg. 89206.

**Figure 6.** Milan, Civiche Raccolte Archeologiche e Numismatiche, bronze medallion of Marcus Aurelius, 171, reverse and obverse. Photo: Civiche Raccolte, courtesy Rodolfo Martini.
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FIG. 113. — Plan du Latran par Contini (Giampini, De sacris adiif., tab. III).

Figure 7. Rome, Lateran Cathedral and papal palace, groundplan, after Giampini, De sacris adiif., 1693. Photo: Bryn Mawr College.
The famous view by Maarten van Heemskerck shows it rising on a massive fifteenth-century base in the desolate terrain outside the palace (figure 8). The rider faces west toward the long-forgotten site of his own ancestral house, the suburban villa of his grandfather Annius Verus, while to his left — behind him in the drawing — once stood barracks of the *equites singulares*, the cavalry corps that served as the emperor’s personal guard. The barracks were razed shortly after 312 to build the cathedral. There are scholars who believe that the statue had stood in approximately the same location since it was first erected in the second century, and others who speculate that it was made for a site in the Roman Forum, or in the precinct of the emperor’s triumphal column, or elsewhere, and relocated to the Lateran by Christians. Ingo Herklotz’s argument that the monument was brought to the Lateran plaza in the later part of the eighth century, as part of a grand scheme to collect the surviving bits of ancient Roman *Staatsymbolik* in order to legitimize new claims to authority by the papacy, has been often repeated and is widely believed.

It must be admitted that the evidence for all opinions concerning the early history of the statue is circumstantial. Its very existence is unverifiable before the tenth century, when it appears in two biographies in the *Liber pontificalis*, identified as Constantine. At that time it was already in the Campus Lateranensis, where it seems to have functioned as an ensign for what passed for papal justice. In the life of Pope John xiii (965–972), the pope punishes a treacherous city prefect by hanging the culprit ‘by the hair of his head on the horse of Constantine as an example to all’. Next we find the body of Boniface, murderer of Pope John xiv (983–984), ‘dragged naked by its feet to the Campus, in front of the horse of Constantine, and thrown down and left there’.

It is not easy to imagine how the perfidious prefect was swung from the horse, or from what part of the horse, but that it was possible suggests that the statue was raised at least a few feet above the ground. Comparable monuments in other medieval cities were raised on columns. Although it has been said that the statue of Marcus Aurelius was displayed the same way, medieval speculations about relatively small details indicate that it must have been much closer to its interpreters, perhaps not as low as it appears in some depictions (figures 9–11), but plausibly around the height at which it was later displayed by Michelangelo (see figure 1).

In 1450 Giovanni Rucellai remarked that it was elevated four *braccia* (c. 2.2 m), but since he also says that the rider...
was armed, he was not a very reliable observer. Two years later the imperial emissary Nikolaus Muffel saw the statue ‘down on the ground’, which has been taken to mean that it had fallen off its support. That the statue was unstable can be inferred from early fifteenth-century drawings that show it anchored on its base by small columns, one or two of which supported the horseman’s feet. The monument was restored several times in the 1460s and 70s, and in 1474, Pope Sixtus IV re-erected it on the tall, blocky base shown by van Heemskerck and before him by Filippino Lippi (figure 12). The props are still visible in both of these later views, indicating that the problem of the statue’s stability had not been resolved.

The statue’s disequilibrium was probably related to the loss or removal of the object that originally supported the horse’s right front hoof. Except for this object, the statue must have appeared to medieval spectators much as it did to modern ones until 1981, with the same losses: the reins, which were held in the emperor’s left hand (figure 13); the breaststrap (baleus) that connected the edges of the saddle blanket across the horse’s chest, keeping the blanket in place; the vertical ornament that was fixed into the horse’s bundled forelock (figure 14); and the relief decoration of the phalerae on the bridle.

Like us, medieval viewers saw a colossal rider (double life-size) wearing a short, belted tunic under the paludamentum pinned on his right shoulder. His legs are bare, and he wears the soft, knotted boots of the Roman upper class. He has no weapons or armor, and extends his right arm far from his body as if to display the open hand. The rider sits upon a meticulously rendered saddle blanket with multiple layers, probably of felt, three of which have distinctive ornamental borders generically designated ‘Persian’. There is no saddle in the modern sense nor, of course, are there stirrups.

Unlike us, medieval viewers saw a bent or crouching person under the horse’s raised right foreleg. This abject figure features in twelfth- and thirteenth-century descriptions of the statue as well as in some images of ‘Constantine of Rome’ made by twelfth-century sculptors in France (figures 15-16). Some modern interpreters have doubted that it was an original feature of the Roman prototype, especially because such a display of subjugation seems incompatible with the clement nature vaunted by Marcus Aurelius’ biographers. But clemency was reserved for worthy foes. According to Cassius Dio, the emperor wished to annihilate the Iazyges, a Sarmatian tribe inhabiting the territory of modern Hungary, because he thought them treacherous, and he so hated Ariogaeus, king of the Quadi, that he offered 500 gold pieces to anyone who could exhibit his severed head. Helmut Nickel has demonstrated that the ‘Persian’ saddle blanket was used by nomadic Sarmatians, and he has argued that the saddle cloth as well as the animal wearing it in the statue are Iazygid trophies. In the presence of such triumphalist details the emblematic captive would not have seemed incongruent, and for this or other reasons most scholars today are inclined to consider it original. It must have been removed sometime before the fifteenth century, when the earliest drawings that can be considered documentary fail to show it.
Several features of the statue, including the symbolic figure under the hoof, recall an infamous precedent, the *Equus Domitiani* in the Roman Forum (figures 17–18). Domitian’s monument was fulsomely described by Statius in a fawning and bombastic but artfully constructed ekphrasis, which mimics the flickering gaze of a beholder standing in the busy space and sunlight of the Forum, moving distractedly from one feature of the statue to another and sometimes back again before resolving salient details into a whole:

ll. 1–2 What mighty mass redoubled by the huge form surmounting it stands gathering to itself the Latian forum?

(The statue was colossal.)

ll. 5–7... have Palladian hands sculpted thee for us, O Germanicus, in such guise as Rhine of late beheld thee reining thy steed, and the astounded Dacian’s arduous home?

(It commemorated a military campaign for which Domitian, like Marcus later, earned the title ‘Germanicus’.)

ll. 11–15 ... This horse would Pergamum [=Troy] ne’er have held, though its wide walls were rent, nor could the mingled throng of lads and unwedded girls have drawn it, nor Aeneas himself nor mighty Hector! That one, besides, was harmful, and contained fierce Achaean: this one is commended by his gentle rider.

(The horse was too powerful to be restrained by anyone but Domitian.)

ll. 15–16 'Tis a pleasure to behold that countenance whereon the marks of war are blended with the guise of tranquil peace.

(The rider’s expression conveyed the experience of war, yet was not bellicose.)

ll. 18–21 Not more loftily does the Bistonian steed bear Mars when the fighting is done, exulting in the mighty weight, and swiftly flies by the river till he is all asteam and drives Strymon forward with his mighty blowing.
(The horse was of mythical strength and stature.)

III. 29-31 ... Lengwise thy flanks are guarded, on this hand by the Julian edifice, on that by the high basilica of warlike Paullus; thy back the Sire beholds, and Concord with tranquil brow.

(The monument stood in the Roman Forum with its back to the Temple of Jupiter Capitolinus, between the Basilica Julia to the south and the Basilica Aemilia to the north.)

III. 31-35 Thou thyself with lofty head enshrined in the pure air dost tower resplendent over the temples, and seemest to look forth to see whether the new Palace ... be rising...

(The statue was raised high enough that the rider’s gaze seemed to command the whole Forum.)

III. 37-39 ... Thy right hand bids battles cease; thy left the Tritonian maiden [Athena] overburdens not, and holding out Medusa’s severed head incites thy steed as with a goad...

(The rider made a pacific gesture with his right hand, and in the left carried a statuette of Athena which itself held the head of the Gorgon.)
Thy breast is such as might avail to solve the riddles of the universe, and thereon Temese has exhausted the wealth of all her mines; a cloak hangs from thy shoulders; the sword sleeps by thy untroubled side; even so vast a blade does threatening Orion wield on winter nights and terrify the stars.

(He wore a bronze cuirass decorated with allegorical reliefs, and a very large sword hung from his belt.)

But the steed, counterfeiting the proud mien and spirit of his rider, tosses his head in greater spirit and makes as though to move; the mane stands stiff upon his neck, his shoulders thrill with life, and his flanks spread wide enough for those mighty spurs;

(The horse was more animated than the rider.)

in place of a clod of empty earth his brazen hoof tramples the hair of captive Rhine.

(Under the horse’s hoof was a river god symbolizing the nation defeated.)

Seeing him, Adrastus’ horse Arion would have been sore afraid, yea Castor’s Cyllarus fears as he looks forth upon him from his neighbouring temple. Never will this steed suffer another master’s rein. . . . Scarce doth the soil hold, and the ground pants beneath the pressure of so vast a weight; and not of iron or bronze: ‘tis under thy deity it trembles...

(Only this horse, intimidating even to mythical horses, is equal to the divine burden of this rider.)

Let that steed give place, whose statue stands in Caesar’s Forum . . . thy daring work, ’tis said, Lysippus, for the Pellaean chief; thereafter on marvelling back he bore the effigy of Caesar . . . Who is so boorish as to deny, when he has seen both, that steed differs from steed as ruler from ruler?

(The horse surpassed even the one made by Lysippus in the adjoining Forum of Caesar, which had been set up there as a spoil and given a new Roman portrait.)

This statue . . . will stand while earth and sky abide, while Rome’s sun endures.
Pessima profezia, remarked Ferdinando Castagnoli, for the statue is generally thought to have been thrown down just five years after it was made, following Domitian’s damnatio memoriae in 96.\textsuperscript{49}

Medieval readers had virtually no access to this poem.\textsuperscript{59} They could not have used it, as we can, as a lens through which to view an equestrian monument — in many ways like that of Marcus Aurelius — as the intended audience might have seen it. Repeatedly the poem returns attention to the horse, which dominates the cumulative impression; the horse is the chief signifier of the heroism and grandeur of the rider. Meaningful aspects of the rider were the face,
the extended right hand, the armor, and the object held in the left hand. The right-hand gesture signaled peace. Marcus Aurelius famously makes the same gesture. His lack of armor disturbs the balance of pacific and bellicose elements, however, and allows the modern viewer, at least, to imagine that his victory was due less to military prowess than to moral superiority. But noble character is portrayed more visibly in the horse. While the rider sits impassive and unmoving, the horse is expressive and restless. Its nostrils flare, its eyes are wide, one ear is pricked (figure 19). Its features and affect resemble Virgil's description of a perfect warhorse: 51

From the first, the foal of a noble breed steps higher in the fields and brings down his feet lightly. Boldly he leads the way... His neck is high, his head clean-cut, his belly short, his back plump, and his gallant chest is rich in muscles... Should he but hear afar the clash of arms... he pricks up his ears, quivers in his limbs, and snorting rolls beneath his nostrils the gathered fire. His mane is thick and, as he tosses it, falls back on his right shoulder. A double ridge runs along his loins; his hoof scoops out the ground...

The horse is moving more rapidly than a walk, as indicated by the movement of the legs on either side in opposing directions rather than parallel (figures 20–22), but the motion is tightly controlled. 52 The gait has been identified as the collected trot, which bespeaks exacting training and noble aptitude, a horse that is the rider's 'teachable tool'. 53 This could be the realization of an equestrian ideal, the mount 'only dreamed of' by the Roman cavalry, as one writer opined. 54 On the other hand, the artisans who recently made its replica were struck by the unusual dentition of the original, which they interpreted as a sign of individuality. 55 According to this view the horse is a portrait of a particular animal, a position also taken by Nickel because of the Sarmatian saddle. Either way, whether modeled from life or from the collective Roman military imagination, this was no ordinary stallion.

The conceit of the equestrian monument requires that the rider be equal to his horse. Viewers who already know the rider's stature can easily be convinced of this equality, whether or not the sculptor has made it visible. The subjects of Domitian and Marcus Aurelius believed — or knew that they were supposed to believe — that their emperor was omnipotent, and they interpreted images accordingly. The medieval viewers who knew the Lateran statue as Constantine would have made similar assumptions. Constantine was an emperor — even if, in this statue, he did not look like one — and the cathedral's founder; his image by definition was one of power. In France, however, twelfth-century representations of 'Constantine of Rome' specified the rider's puissant nature by adding attributes, assimilating him to a contemporary

Figure 19. Equestrian statue of Marcus Aurelius, detail. Photo: DAI, Neg. 61.142.

Figure 20. Equestrian Statue of Marcus Aurelius from the side. Photo: DAI, Neg. 72.26.
Figure 21. 'Clinton' walking, photographs by Eadweard Muybridge, published 1887, detail. Photo: Bryn Mawr College.

Figure 22. 'Pronto' pacing, photographs by Eadweard Muybridge, published 1887, detail. Photo: Bryn Mawr College.
action hero (see figures 15–16). Whether in connection with this development or independently, around the same time the identity of the Roman statue began to be embellished as well.

**Argument: ‘... but it is not so’**

When the Spanish Jew Benjamin of Tudela came to Rome around 1160, his local informants still told him that the horseman at the Lateran was 'Constantinus the Great, who built Constantinople', but by then this was a contentious identification. Nearly twenty years earlier, the anonymous author of the text known to modern readers as 'Marvels of Rome' (*Mirabilia urbis Romae*) had published an explanation of the statue which, among other remarkable features, is adamantly non-Constantinian:

At the Lateran is a certain bronze horse which is called Constantine's, but it is not so; and so anyone who should want to know the truth should read this. In the time of consuls and senators a certain very powerful king came to Italy from the parts of the east; he besieged Rome from the Lateran side; he tormented the Roman people with great slaughter and war. Then a certain esquire of great physical shape and virtue, courageous and skillful, arose, who said to the consuls and senators: 'If there were someone who would free you from this affliction, what would be the senate's reward?' They said to him in response: 'Whatever he would propose, he would immediately obtain.' He said to them: 'Give me thirty thousand sestercus, and when the war is over you will make for me a memorial of the victory, an excellent horse.' They promised they would do this, just as he had requested. He said: 'Get up in the middle of the night and all arm yourselves and stay inside the walls in the watchtower, and do whatever I tell you.' And they obeyed all of his commands. He mounted a horse without a saddle and took a sickle. For on many nights he had seen that king go to the foot of a certain tree to do his duty, and on his approach an owl, who was sitting in the tree, always sang. Truly that one went out of the city and fixed grass tied up in a bundle, which he carried like a shield-bearer in front of himself. As soon as he heard the owl singing, he went nearer and saw that king come to the tree. He went toward him, who by now was doing the necessaries. The companions who were with the king thought he was one of theirs; they began to shout that he should take himself out of the king's way. But not giving up because of them, pretending to leave the place, he reached the king, and scorning them all, by his strength he grabbed the king and carried him off. As soon as he reached the city walls, he began to shout: 'Go out and kill the entire army of the king, because here I am holding him captive.' Going out they killed some, and put others to flight; whence the Romans got an incalculable weight of gold and silver. So they came back glorious to the city, and what they had promised to that aforesaid esquire they paid him, that is, thirty thousand sestercus and in memory a bronze horse gilded and without a saddle, with himself sitting on top, with the right hand extended with which he had caught the king; on the head of the horse a memorial of the bird, by whose song he obtained the victory; under the hoof of the horse he fixed in memory that very king, who had been of small stature, with his hands tied behind his back, just as he had caught him.

The *Mirabilia urbis Romae* is an eclectic compilation that attempts to resurrect pre-Christian Rome for medieval readers. It contains a few other long narrative chapters like this one, but its principal content is an enumeration of Rome's ancient buildings, topographically arranged as if in a guidebook. Its date of composition coincides with the revival of the Roman senate in 1143, the defining, though far from final event in a long struggle for control of Rome among papal, imperial, and citizens' factions. Given the chronological coincidence, it has seemed natural since the nineteenth century — when religious and secular factions were again in battle over Rome — to view the *Mirabilia* as a partisan political document. Reading the chapter on the equestrian statue in this light, Ingo Herklots and Norberto Gramaccini have argued that the intention of the *Mirabilia*'s revisionist interpretation was to replace a pro-papal symbol (Constantine, author of the 'Donation' that legitimized the popes' secular dominion) with a populist, pro-senatorial one, the 'knightly hero'. Chiara Frugoni has taken an opposing stance, proposing that the displacement of Constantine by a lovely *amiger* was the work of papal rather than senatorial propagandists; but she equally ascribes the origin of the story to a tendentious political agenda.

Whether or not it is correct, the political interpretation does not account for the story's weirder details, the owl and the defecating king, nor for its narrative form. The method that produced these features can be deduced from the story's reception by Master Gregory, an Englishman who traveled to Rome in the following century. Gregory's 'Account of the Marvels of the City of Rome' (*Narratio de mirabilibus urbis Romae*) seems to have been written in the decade 1226–36, and it clearly embodies first-hand observation. Although he had not necessarily read the *Mirabilia*, he was familiar with some of its contents, including the story of the *amiger*, probably through local informants. He begins his treatment of the 'immense horse' with an enumeration of its interpreters:

There is another bronze statue in front of the papal palace: an immense horse, with a rider whom the pilgrims call Theoderic, although the Roman people say he is Constantine, and the cardinals and clerks of the Roman curia call him Marcus or Quintus Quirinus.

He then provides a description:

The rider raises his right hand, as if to address the people or to give orders; his left hand holds a rein, which turns the horse's head aside to the right, as if he were about to ride away in another direction. A little bird, which they call a cuckoo, sits between the ears of the horse, and under the hoofs there is a sort of dwarf, who is being trodden upon. He makes a wonderful image of the agonies of death.
Evidently, the statue was an object of oral disputation among three interpretive communities: pilgrims, the local \textit{populus}, and the clergy.\textsuperscript{64} The populace conservatively maintained the identification passed down from at least the tenth century. The pilgrims cast the rider in their own image, as a foreigner.\textsuperscript{65} The clergy — presumably the only predominantly literate community of the three — proposed two different discursive interpretations. The first, in which the rider, remarkably, is called Marcus, is a close variant of the \textit{Mirabilia}'s story of the \textit{armiger}.\textsuperscript{66} The second interpretation identifies the statue with a classical \textit{exemplum virtutis}, the Republican hero known to Livy as Marcus Curtius, but called Quintus Quirinus by Gregory. A conspicuous difference between these two narratives is that the first, \textit{Mirabilia}-like tale accounts for the details pointed out in Gregory's description of the statue, and the second, Livian one does not.\textsuperscript{67} In retrospect it is easy to see that the \textit{ad hoc} story of the \textit{armiger} is what has been called a 'novelistic etiology', an explanation that generates narrative to rationalize enigmatic details.\textsuperscript{68} The story of Quintus Quirinus (Marcus Curtius), by contrast, is a literate attempt to match an ancient Roman artifact with an already existing ancient text. Its method is close to that used by art historians today.

I think it likely that the etiological narrative of the \textit{armiger} originated in oral conjectures years or decades before it was codified for literates in the \textit{Mirabilia urbis Romae} around 1143.\textsuperscript{69} It is explicable as the product of visual examination, recreated by Master Gregory as description, and inferential narrative elaboration. One can imagine a community of interpreters scrutinizing the statue's peculiarities, questioning their meaning or rationale, and trading answers until a set that seemed cogent or plausible was achieved. This would not have been a peculiarly medieval approach to the decipherment of public iconography. A mode of interrogatory spectatorship is reflected in literary sources as old as the fifth century BCE, and the same mode or something like it probably is employed by all audiences for public imagery whenever signifiers fail to evoke expected or obvious signification.\textsuperscript{70} The tenth-century Byzantine collection of ancient verses known as the Greek Anthology preserves several hellenistic epigrams that model an interrogatory approach to deciphering the emblems on funerary steiai, sometimes in the form of dialogic voices.\textsuperscript{71}

A: I seek to discover what the meaning of these carvings is that Agis made upon your stele, Lysidice. For the reins and muzzle and the bird which comes from Tanagra celebrated for its fowls, the bold awaker of battles, such are not things that please or become sedentary women, but rather the works of the spindle and the loom.

B: The bird of the night proclaims me one who rides in the night to work, the reins tell that I directed my house, and this horse's muzzle that I was not fond of many words and talkative, but full of admirable silence.

An epigram on deciphering the stele of Antipater of Sidon comes very close to what I imagine occurring among medieval interpreters of the Lateran horse, a casually methodical process of trial and error:\textsuperscript{72}

Tell me, thou stone, why does this bright-eyed cock stand on thee as an emblem, bearing a sceptre in his lustred wing and seizing in his claws the branch of victory, while cast at the very edge of the base lies a die? Dost thou ever cover some sceptred king victorious in battle? But why the die thy plaything? And besides, why is the tomb so simple? It would suit a poor man woke up oft by the crowing of the cock. But I don't think that is right, for the sceptre tells against it. Then you cover an athlete, a winner in the foot-race? No, I don't hit it off so either, for what resemblance does a swift-footed man bear to a die? Now I have it: the palm does not mean victory, but prolific Tyre, the proud mother of palms, was the dead man's birthplace; the cock signifies that he was a man who made himself heard, a champion too I suppose in love matters and a versatile songster. The sceptre he holds is emblematic of his speech and the die cast wide means that in his cups he fell and died. Well, these are symbols, but the stone tells us his name, Antipater, descended from most puissant ancestors.

Among the several resemblances to the heuristic approach revealed in the medieval story of the \textit{armiger} is a willingness to admit ignoble details: for all his poetic achievement, Antipater died by falling down drunk.

I do not mean to suggest that the \textit{Mirabilia urbis Romae} perpetuates or revives a literary tradition going back to ancient Greece; on the contrary. I am proposing that the \textit{Mirabilia} captures for its own purposes — whatever they may have been — a timeless mode of deciphering signs displayed in public that is common to many cultures and conducted on all levels, from the oral culture of the street to elite literature. Its method assumes that — precisely because they are public — apparently empty signs are meaningful, and can be made so by matching signifiers with culturally or communally plausible signifieds.

For medieval viewers of the Lateran equestrian statue, its initial failure to communicate must have stemmed principally from the discrepancy that also affects the response of modern viewers: the visible inequality of rider and mount. Whereas we might perceive the incongruence in terms of expressivity or physical vitality, medievals would have attended to more concrete attributes. The rider had no armor, so he could not be a warrior or knight, and he has none of the insignia of a king, much less an emperor. His garments seemed exiguous. The \textit{Roman de Rou} by the Norman poet Wace, written around the time of Benjamin of Tudela, may play on this last perception in a passage in which the eleventh-century hero Robert Guiscard encounters the statue of ‘Constantine’ exposed to wind and rain, and displays his knightly courtesy by giving the bronze figure something to wear, ‘the finest mantle he could find.’\textsuperscript{73}
It was a puzzle that this inadequately outfitted rider should be commemorated on a great horse. The horse's signifying power is all but lost today, when only certain athletes and hobbyists are equestrians. The rest of us ride in cars, and the automobile has appropriated the symbolic functions invested by pre-industrial cultures in other means of transport. Unlike us, nearly every ancient and medieval viewer would have brought some degree of horse lore to this statue. Traces of the ancient Roman knowledge can be found in Virgil on the warhorse, already quoted, and in Varro's note that horses are of several functional types.

As some horses are fitted for military service, others for hauling, others for breeding, and others for racing, all are not to be judged and valued by the same standards. Thus the experienced soldier chooses his horses by one standard and feeds and trains them in one way, and the charioteer and circus-rider in another; . . . in the army, they want spirited horses, . . . on the other hand they prefer more docile ones for road service.

For all of these types of horses Varro used one word, *equus*, modified by appropriate adjectives and phrases. The Middle Ages developed a much more differentiated equine vocabulary, exemplified by Albertus Magnus around 1260.

Albert's 'part of the world' was Germany, where he wrote *De animalibus*, but *dextrarii*, *palefridi*, and *runcini* were standard terms throughout feudal Europe. These functional distinctions among equines were correlated with peculiarly medieval classifications of people, exemplified by the canonical three orders: knights, priests, and laborers. Horses became social signifiers, indicative of the rank or situation of their riders. In art as in life, the 'great horse,' the *dextrarius* or *destrier*, was the sole prerogative of the knight, and then only in battle. The palfrey was the mount of high-status women and of clerics. The *runcinus*, *roncin* or *rounsec* was a workhorse; it could be ridden, but it was mortifying for a knight to have to do so. In the heavily coded culture of chivalry, verbal and visible distinctions among horses constituted a prominent semiotic field. The signs corresponded to real-life developments in warfare and equine genetics, as ever-larger and more powerful *dextrarii* were bred to carry the ever greater weight of metal-clad knights.

Although it might have been on the small side for a medieval warrior, the horse of Marcus Aurelius was perceived as large (*equus immensus*) and valorous (*optimus equus*) — a destrier — by its medieval observers. Presumably they were convinced of this stature by other features. The horse exhibits many of the traits later identified by Albertus Magnus as signs of good form and beauty:

- Good form is exhibited when the body is powerful and robust; . . . the flanks are long; the rumps are well-rounded; the entire body ripples with firmly knotted muscles; the legs are strong, sleek and uniform in circumference from knee to foot.
- A horse has beauty when its head is relatively small in comparison to the body; . . . the eyes are large and seemingly project from the front of the head; the ears are short, pointed and directed forward; it has wide nostrils which it plunges deeply into water when it drinks; it has a straight, erect neck, a thick mane, a long, full tail, and an amply rounded body marked by a firm stance.

The interpretation recounted in the *Mirabilia urbis Romae* explains the discrepancy between the fine bronze horse and its less distinguished rider by calling the latter an armiger or squire, a knight's assistant. In its strict sense 'armiger' denoted a member of the warrior class who, because of lack of resources or of seniority, was not entitled to have a great horse. The armiger might lead such a horse for its knightly rider (figure 23), or care for it while its owner did not need it. A capital in the cloister of Sant'Orso in Aosta, not far in date from the *Mirabilia urbis Romae*, shows St Ursus rescuing a young armiger (ARMIGER ERRANS) who, thinking that he had lost his master's best horse, was 'frightened to death' (figure 24).

Medieval interpreters of the Roman statue must have assumed that it encrypted the story of how an armiger came to be portrayed on the horse of a knight. The clues to be decoded included the strange shape between the horse's ears — which, viewed from a certain angle (figure 25), does look bird-like — , the display of the rider's empty hand, and the trampled enemy. The latter presumably resembled the barbarian foes shown on Antonine reliefs, shaggy men partially clothed in pajama-like trousers (see figure 3) or naked but for their open mantles and torques. The kneeling figure at the corner of a fragmentary sarcophagus, his chin crushed to his knee under the feet of a tripping Victory, may be the marble counterpart of the bronze 'king . . . of small stature, with his hands tied behind his back' seen by medievals trapped by the hoof of the armiger's horse (figure 26).

An enemy in a state of undress, evidently subdued without the aid of weapons, could have been caught in a compromising situation: sex or at the toilet. The owl-like bird was a sign that the event happened at night; this might favor sex, but there was no visible partner. That left bodily elimination. Unquestionably it is a moment of vulnerability. According to the biography in the *Historia Augusta*, Caracalla was assassinated when he dismounted from his horse to pee.

More pertinent here, King Saul was almost done in by David when he went into a cave where David was hiding to relieve himself (figure 27). David crept close enough to cut off a piece of Saul's garment, but stopped short of killing.
him when he was overwhelmed by doubt that the Lord would approve.

The detail of the king caught with his pants down was not necessarily inspired by the story of King Saul, but the tale of the amiger does have a Biblical cast. The hero who wins by cunning, trickery, or duplicity is an Old Testament type (Jacob); and the weaponless hero who defeats a seemingly invincible enemy clearly recalls David and Goliath, although the antagonists’ physical characteristics are inverted.\(^5\) In the only other chapter in the *Mirabilia urbis Romae* that explicates an extant antique statue, the Bible is invoked directly. This chapter concerns the marble Horse Tamers on the Quirinal Hill (figures 28–29), and it purports to explain ‘for what reason [the horses] have been made naked, and the men naked, and what they are counting…’\(^6\) The premise of the exposition is the same as that applied to the ‘horse of Constantine’: the statues commemorate an extraordinary deed by an unlikely hero (in this case, ‘two young philosophers, Praxiteles and Phidias’). Again the heroes are allowed to name the reward for their achievement, and again they choose a statuary monument. In this story, however, the features of the monument are assigned allegorical meanings; the horses represent ‘the powerful princes of this world, who rule over the men of this earth. A most powerful king will come who will mount upon the horses, that is upon the power of the princes of this world.’ The ‘semi-naked’ young men, with their ‘raised arms and bent fingers, are counting...
those [years?] which are to come. And just as they are
naked, so all worldly knowledge is naked and open to their
minds.' Erwin Panofsky noticed that the last words are a
close paraphrase of the Epistle to the Hebrews: 'And no
creature is invisible in [God's] sight; everything is naked and
open to his eyes'.

Andreas Thielemann's brilliant analysis of the story of the
Horse Tamers reveals a composition similar to that posited
here for the bronze equestrian statue: a narrative constructed
on the foundation of anomalous details, which are laid out
'like a riddle' for solution. Like most recent interpreters
of the *Mirabilia urbis Romae*, Thielemann is guided by the
nineteenth-century assumption that it was a deliberately
political document — he identifies its *Tendenz* as pro-
senate — and consequently he reads its interpretation of the
Horse Tamers as an allegory of current events. The king
who will come to harness the unbridled power of the horses
is Conrad III (1138–1152), or for later readers Frederick
Barbarossa (1152–1190), or for the original audience, Henry IV
(1056–1106). Thielemann proposes that the story was authored
by Benzo of Alba (d. 1089/90), which makes the anonymous
compiler of the *Mirabilia* a later 'editor' with, evidently, the
same political outlook as the author.

It is not necessary to concur in Thielemann's inter-
pretation of the allegory to agree that the allegorical mode
distinguishes the story of the Horse Tamers fundamentally
from that of the Lateran rider. The cue to medieval viewers
to search for another level of meaning in the Horse Tamers
seems to have been the nudity of the heroes, although as Thielmann demonstrates, the crux of the allegory was found in the nudity of the horses, that is, the lack of reins. The equestrian statue, by contrast, was read as history, although the understanding of history was sui generis, unlike ours or even Master Gregory’s a century later. History was a fairy-tale realm of incalculable antiquity (‘the time of consuls and senators’). It was not fixed in any text, but was embedded in the relics and debris of Roman topography. History was whatever story the monuments might choose to tell. Master Gregory approached the city differently, with a history preconstructed from his reading: principally Lucan and Virgil, the same texts we use today. As mentioned earlier, his learned identification of the statue of Marcus Aurelius came from Livy, albeit probably through oral intermediaries.

In its treatment of history the Mirabilia resembles the Gesta Romanorum, a body of tales with Christian moralizations that circulated in England and Germany from at least the thirteenth century. The stories of the Gesta Romanorum show the same anachronistic mix of Roman and feudal features. They open similarly with scene-setting allusions to the ancient past, often naming real historical figures (‘there was a certain very old prince of the Romans named Pompey’) or, as in the Mirabilia, an office (‘There was a certain emperor…’). Supernatural events are commonplace. Diction and style are colloquial, and action is frequently replaced by quoted or indirect dialogue among the characters. One of the tales even follows the same pattern as the armiger’s, at least initially: a domain (the property of a noble lady) is ravaged by a tyrant. Seeing her helpless, an unlikely hero (a pilgrim) volunteers to drive off the tyrant in exchange for a memorial by a tyrant. The hero himself is slain, and the lady is the human soul, and the tyrant is the devil, who spoils us of our heavenly inheritance. The pilgrim is Christ, who fights for and redeems us; but, forgetful of His services, we receive the devil, the world, and the flesh, into the chamber of our souls, and put away the memorials of our Saviour’s love.

It is not impossible that the Mirabilia’s stories also had an edifying and/or homiletic use.

Created in or formatted for a popular milieu, the tales of the Mirabilia urbis Romae and the Gesta Romanorum freely combine elements of literature, folklore, and daily life. The difference between them and Master Gregory’s interpretation is a matter of intellectual formation. Master Gregory was, if not a protohumanist, at least prehumanist. His alienation from the culture of novelistic etiology may be reflected in the fact that his retelling of the tale of the armiger is less satisfying than the version transcribed in the Mirabilia urbis Romae. In Master Gregory’s words the squire becomes a knight (miles), which subverts the tale’s relation to the statue; and the owl, to no particularly good effect (except that it makes a much better title for this essay), becomes a cuckoo. The king’s need to relieve himself is replaced by a more decorous motive, the desire to practice his magic.

The twelfth- and thirteenth-century debate about the statue had no definitive issue, and fourteenth-century sources show confusion. Romans continued to call it ‘Constantine’, as indicated by accounts of the festival staged in 1347 to celebrate the knighting of Cola di Rienzo, which featured the equus Domini Constantini decked out in fur and spouting wine and water from its nostrils. Readers of the Mirabilia tried to avoid the discredited old name, even if they had no better alternative. The mid-century poem Dittamondo by the Tuscan author Fazio degli Uberti calls the bronze horseman ‘Big Curly’.

Quel gran ricciuto appresso al Laterano,
Ch’uom dice Costantin, ma quel non fue.

‘Ricciuto’ did not catch on, but another fourteenth-century nickname, Gran Villano (Big Peasant), stuck with the statue for at least two hundred years. ‘Villano’ had its own narrative etiology, which appears in the Tuscan prose romance The Book of Fiesavante. In this story one of the heroes, Fiovo, goes to Rome with 15,000 knights to help his uncle, the emperor ‘Gostantino’, who is besieged there by Saracens led by King Dinasor. Dinasor lands such a blow to Gostantino that he knocks even the saddle off the emperor’s destrier; then all the other knights are unhorsed too, and the Christians flee on foot to the city. Some of them encounter a villano ‘watching his oxen and his cows’, who asks what has become of Gostantino, and after hearing the story, demands to be taken to see Dinasor. Threatening them with his ‘enormous stick’ (bastone), the peasant forces the refugees to lead him back to the battlefield, where they find Gostantino’s horse without its saddle. ‘And the peasant went up to him and caught him and mounted him without a saddle with the great stick on his shoulder and his ragged clothes tied in front of his chest and a pair of laced shoes on his feet.’

Challenging Dinasor to joust, lance against bastone, the peasant unseats the Saracen king by ‘extend[ing] his right arm, and lift[ing] him willy-nilly from his saddle’, and carries him to Rome; then he returns to the battlefield to restore to the emperor his mount. The emperor (having to use a saddle) then wins the battle, but when the peasant returns to his animals he finds them all gone. Disgruntled, he goes back to the emperor with a demand: ‘either you give me back my prisoner or you give me back my cows and my oxen, because I lost them on account of you.’ The emperor promises him something far better:

...He summoned the best goldsmiths in all of Christendom and had them make a metal horse, and had them make on it the peasant with the stick in his hand and with the laced shoes
on his feet, and he had everything made of metal, and he had the horse made without a saddle. And whoever goes to Rome can see it, and will see it as long as the world endures.

The tale is a reworking of the *Mirabilia*’s story of the *amiger*, which in addition to transforming the squire into something more like a local Everyman, manages to retain a role for Constantine. It may also reflect some recent alterations to the monument: the captive is not accounted for and may have disappeared, and a stick may have been a transient addition.

While many readers were getting their history from romances, Petrarch was scouring monastic libraries for manuscripts of authentic Roman texts, and systematically collecting emperors’ coins and medals. In the fifteenth century the new kind of scholarship represented by such efforts began to show spectacular results. Discussion of the statue of Marcus Aurelius was changed forever by the demonstration that the head was one of the imperial portraits seen on the ancient coins. The first to call it Marcus demonstrated the importance of this interpretation of the rider’s gesture to the sixteenth-century idealization of the emperor as the model for all just and beneficent rulers, and he showed as well that the gesture became an independent signifier of moral character, appropriate for numerous portraits of high Renaissance princes, foremost the pope.

... in the center [of the Capitoline piazza] is that famous equestrian statue of Marcus Aurelius, brought there from the church of San Giovanni in Laterano in the time of Pope Paul III, which is called by the vulgar of our day *il gran Villano*. Some think that this statue is of Septimius Severus, and others think it is of Lucius Verus, which does not seem right to me, since it does not resemble in any way the true portrait of their medals.

Marcus Aurelius was the identification preferred by Pope Paul III, who finally accomplished the transfer of the statue from the peripheral Lateran *campus* to the *area Capitolina* in 1538, and Marcus Aurelius was the name spelled out in the carefully worded inscriptions on the statue’s new pedestal. Gamucci’s guidebook indicates that even this decisive gesture did not impose consensus, however. The pope’s own majordomo failed to cooperate, referring to the statue in his diary as ‘the bronze horse of Constantine’. As in the time of Master Gregory, there were again three interpretive positions around the statue, although they were differently disposed. The *vox populi*, still oral and still popular, now sustained the fiction of the ‘Peasant’: humanists, hyperliterate and confident in the superiority of their new method of matching ancient texts with artifacts, insisted that the horseman must be Marcus Aurelius or a near contemporary; literates and subliterates outside this conversation continued to use the statue’s first known name, Constantine, despite more than four centuries’ efforts to suppress it.

Epilogue: *Homo psychologicus*

The rediscovery of the original identity of the horseman was made possible by a much larger work of recovery, which included the texts mentioned at the beginning of this paper. With a name, therefore, the statue also acquired a biography. Because biographies varied considerably from one name to another, the continued learned quibbling over profiles and beard lengths was otiose. Once the statue was installed on the Capitol names like Commodus and Lucius Verus were not really possible; the rider could only be Marcus Aurelius, the best of rulers and the one fitting model for an enlightened Renaissance prince like Pope Paul III. The rightness of the name Marcus Aurelius was confirmed by Statius’ *Silvae*, which was among the humanists’ textual recoveries and brought with it the equestrian statue of Domitian. From Statius Renaissance interpreters learned the meaning of the rider’s gesture: *dextra vetat pugnas*, the right hand forbids more battles. The first printed edition of the *Silvae* was issued in Venice in 1472, and Angelo Poliziano began to lecture on the poems in 1480–81. In 1489 he wrote that the statue of Marcus Aurelius was ‘in the guise of a peacemaker’ (*pacificatore habitu*). Michael Mezzatesta demonstrated the importance of this interpretation of the rider’s gesture to the sixteenth-century idealization of the emperor as the model for all just and beneficent rulers, and he showed as well that the gesture became an independent signifier of moral character, appropriate for numerous portraits of high Renaissance princes, foremost the pope.

Codes change; they transmute, devolve, are forgotten, and sometimes are recovered. The display of the imperial right hand, so rich in significance for the statue’s original audience and for Renaissance readers of Statius, was a cipher to medieval interpreters, who had to invent stories to explain it. The curly hair that distinguished the Antonines and Septimius Severus from other emperors was part of a physiognomic code accessible to ancient Romans and to Renaissance numismatists but not to medievals, to whom it was part of the ‘message without a code’. All audiences, however, ancient, medieval, Renaissance and later, knew the code of the horse. Two anonymous drawings made sometime after 1538 show the statue in its new location on the Capitol, approached by real riders who provide a point of comparison (figures 30–31); this is especially clear in the drawing in Braunschweig (figure 31), in which the real horse is at the center and appears to strike the same pose as the bronze one. Intentionally or not, its juxtaposition to living horses is indicative of a prominent strain in the statue’s critical fortune, the tendency to judge its quality by the degree of verisimilitude of the horse.

When it came to horses everyone was a critic. Gibbon noted that ‘Horse connoisseurs admire the animal; others criticise it’. Winckelmann extolled the head.
There is in nature no head of a horse more beautiful and more spirited than that of the horse of Marcus Aurelius.

Étienne Falconet, however, decried the horse’s shape, gait, proportions and general ugliness, and deplored its use as a model for sculptors. The poles of opinion were recorded and briefly analyzed by the nineteenth-century English traveler Joseph Forsyth, in the manner of Master Gregory and Bernardo Gamucci before him:

The great statue of Marcus Aurelius, or rather of his horse, which was once the idol of Rome, is now a subject of contention. Some critics find the proportion of the animal false, and his attitude impossible. One compares his head to an owl’s, another, his belly to a cow’s; but the well-known apostrophe of the third will prevail in your first impression; the spirit and fire of the general figure will seduce the most practised eye... But it were unfair to judge of [the] excellence of ancient sculptors by this bruised and unfortunate animal.
... as the ancient bronze was too thin for figures of so large a volume. On some ancient reliefs, where the horse was traced con amore, we find all the truth, and spirit, and character which moderns have given to this noble animal, the subject of their severest study.

These debates are now moot, as horses are no longer seen on the Capitol and their place in the collective imagination of the viewing public has been occupied by cars. For modern interpreters the horse is just a 'message without a code', as the coiffure was for medievals. This semiotic displacement had a terrifying real-life corollary: it was also the automobile, as the chief source of reactive chemical pollutants in the atmosphere of modern Rome, that forced the bronze statue off its pedestal and into the glazed refuge in the Museo Capitoline.

It is interesting that the invention of the automobile is roughly contemporary with the invention of another transformative element of modern life, psychology. The coincidence was observed by Jacques Lacan:

\[\ldots\] a new type of man: Homo psychologicus is the product of our industrial age. The relations between this Homo psychologicus and the machines he uses are very striking, and this is especially so in the case of the motor-car...

Homo psychologicus ignores the horse and is drawn instead to the statue's face, the locus of expression thought to reveal interior dispositions. The result is yet another constellation of interpretive positions, including at least two within the hyperliterate community of archaeologists and art historians. One the one hand, sober taxonomists seek to classify the features among the possibilities offered by the emperor's successive portrait types, currently defining them as a pastiche of two types or an inexpert modification of one. On the other hand, lyrical ekphrasts find that the face is encoded with traits of Marcus Aurelius' personality.

The almost geometric scansion of the planes of the face characteristically helps to create the expression of calm, imperturbability, and detachment of the portraits of Marcus Aurelius, which is more pronounced here than in other examples...

\[\ldots\] in its facial expression [the statue] is almost motionless, and radiates imperturbability and a certain distanness.\ldots

The portrait lacks any expression of vigor or will to power. The language of lack is revealing. Medieval interpreters, at a loss to decode intended signifiers, resorted to explaining gaps and absences: weapons, armor, a saddle, or in the case of the...
Quirinal Horse Tamers, the reins. Similarly the emptiness of the portrait’s face is unbelievable to homo psychologicus, who is compelled to fill it.

To return to the terms of Roland Barthes, the equestrian statue, an intentional and ‘frank’ image like the photographic advertisement, has three messages: a linguistic message (the name of the emperor), a denoted iconic message, and a commoted message. The Renaissance discovery of the linguistic message moved all subsequent interpreters much closer to a correct (i.e. intended) understanding of the statue’s denoted signifieds: we can now say that this is the emperor Marcus Aurelius, who ruled the Roman empire from 161 to 180 and in that time successfully fought off multiple incursions by non-Roman peoples along the eastern frontier. Success on this level does not automatically give access to commoted signifieds, however, much less to their associated ‘euphoric values’. Connotations are in the realm of culture, and the culture of the militarized second-century imperial autocracy is discontinuous with that of the post-industrial photocratic nation-state. As denizens of the latter we can only.

Artists & Antique Sculpture. A Handboot: of .Sources in empty space, the euphoric values associated with the statue instead a mild and clement philosopher-king, effortlessly con­

Perhaps the statue worked on second-century Romans, who could hardly be more different; they are our values, and it is a happy dysfunction of the monument to promote them.

To the heirs of Renaissance scholars, who sec

euphoric responses something like those intended by

Triumph of the Will. To the heirs of Renaissance scholars, who see instead a mild and clement philosopher-king, effortlessly controlling a handsome mount whose foreleg curls innocuously in empty space, the euphoric values associated with the statue could hardly be more different; they are our values, and it is a happy dysfunction of the monument to promote them.
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